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Keep moving - Fit for life
HINWEIS ZUR UEBERSETZUNG:
DIE STATEMENTS WURDEN AUS DEM GESPROCHENEN TEXT ALS SKRIPT AUFGEZEICHNET. EINIGE WOERTER FEHLEN MANCHMAL IM GESPROCHENEN TEXT, DIESE
WURDEN ZUM VERSTÄNDNIS IN KLAMMER MIT EINEM ENTSPRECHENDEN WORT ERGÄNZT.
ERDAL
()
"Exercise for me means getting out of the house with
the children, going for a walk or a hike. These days
we can manage three or four hours walk. The children
enjoy it. Sometimes they are not so keen about going
out for a walk but we try to motivate them. Once
they are out and about they really enjoy themselves."

CHITRA
()
"My children are always on the move - they are also
quite sporty. They like to play table tennis or
practise on their skateboard or roller skates. They
really have fun just being outside and running
around."

PIA
(from dialect)
"From my point of view exercise is extremely important for children. I've noticed that when I go to
the playground it is important to plan enough time.
When we spend longer at the playground he gets lots
more ideas about what he can do. No I'm not at all
anxious; right from the beginning he's been allowed
to do what he wants to. Being his mother I know him
well and I know that he is a good judge of what he
can or cannot do. I've noticed that he very seldom
has a bad accident. For me it's important that he
knows his own limits. He can only do that if I don't
hold him back the whole time"
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ANGELA
()
"Many parents are afraid that their children will
hurt themselves when they are doing physical activity. The main point is that children have to learn
how to deal with small risks so that bigger accidents don't happen.
It’s just like with walking - strictly speaking we
think a child who goes to kindergarten can walk.
However, we know that lots of changes take place at
that stage. Pre-school children learn fine coordination while they walk. They learn to use the right
amount of force at the right moment to press down.
They also change the length of their stride. Most
movements have to be acquired. You learn climbing by
climbing up and down walking by going for a walk and
hopping by hopping around. If you practise something
you get better at it.
When you are doing physical exercise, you do it with
your whole body and I've found out that's really
true. If I climb up a tree, I am actually up high
and I feel that. This is called self determination
or building your self confidence - it's an essential
factor in a child's development.
Research now shows us that when children are consistently encouraged to take physical exercise that
this has an influence on their powers of concentration. We can say that children who regularly take
plenty of exercise have a better concentration span.
I think the most important thing for parents is to
increase ordinary activities. For instance give the
children the chance to go outside and play, to go
for a walk in the woods, to go to the playground or
to take part in ball games. The main thing is to
give them lots of possibilities.
When we talk about encouraging children to take
physical exercise we often forget about fine motor
skills but they are just as important. We use our
hands for all sorts of things; we can develop our
manual skills quite simply by giving the children
the chance to use scissors or pencils. Before children start writing they draw. Before they go to
school they should have the chance to use crayons.
Writing is just like any other activity you learn it
by doing, you learn how to write with a pencil by
using a pencil.
It is recommended that children should take 60 minutes of moderate to intensive exercise per day. That
means they must get out of breath. That would already be the case if they ran on their way to
school"
DANIEL BERZ
(from dialect)
"It is important to let children make their own way
to school. One can accompany them. They can go by
bike or on foot. The journey to school is also a bit
of an adventure. For children to develop they need
plenty of exercise; if they could keep moving when
they are learning then they would learn much
quicker. In this way all the senses are involved the head, the heart and the hands. Children must enjoy themselves a child doing physical exercise is a
happy child. We have a super playground with lots of
equipment. We want to show the children that the
equipment is there to be used. Extra curricular
school sport in Bad Zurzach provides great variety.
On offer we have gymnastics, a large handball team
then we also have badminton, basketball, floor
hockey and judo. If you join a club you do have some
obligations which may cost you something but the ex2/4

tra curricular school sport is free. Each child can
enjoy the excellent possibilities on offer in addition to the school curriculum. One obstacle to joining a club is the many extra obligations like for
instance taking part in competitions. School sport
doesn't organise competitions so that makes life
easier for the family because they don't have a lot
of additional dates for their diary."
AJETE
()
For me exercise is pure joie de vivre. I feel just
that. Exercise doesn't cost anything - every family
can afford it. It does take up some of your time but
it is so enjoyable spending time out in the open.
The whole family thinks the same, we do quite a lot
of sport and we wouldn't want to miss it. My son is
always off playing football and for the past four
years my daughter goes to ballet classes once a
week. That is what our routine is. I have always had
a hobby - the children as well. Even at the age of
four they started with a hobby and thus always had
regular exercise. Exercise is very good for your
health and it's important both to myself and my family to spend time together."
JARDENA
()
"Exercise is important for healthy development at
any age; it promotes good health in children, in
adults and in pregnant women. This lady began taking
regular walks even before she was pregnant. She is
continuing with her walks during the present pregnancy and often takes her small daughter with her.
Exercise can alleviate pain it can reduce illnesses
such as diabetes or heart disease and also helps you
to maintain a healthy body weight. It can also help
with fertility problems. Children love to play and
run about. Exercise is equally healthy and important
for girls as it is for boys."
MANUELLA
(from French)
"In our club everybody is allowed to join
in. Usually word of mouth propaganda works
well. I've got a colleague who does
gymnastics, come and try it out.
That’s how it works.
Besides that, at the start of the school
term we distribute information in the
kindergarten and primary school classes to
let people know what we are doing. We have
heard that the Gym Club does this or
that - we're interested. People come, try
it out and often stay. They come, maybe try
something two or three times and if they
enjoy it they stay.
We offer gymnastics for toddlers with their parents.
The children can start when they are two years old,
they come together with their mother or father and
have an hour of gym. The next stage is gymnastics
for children. Our club has a group that does apparatus gymnastics - they train on the apparatus once or
twice a week. Then we have a women's group, they do
aerobics or step dance, whatever they fancy. In our
club, if you have a large family you only pay membership fees for the first two children, the rest of
the family is free. For instance there is also the
possibility of getting help from Pro Juventute. It
is always possible to find a way of supporting families in financial difficulty "
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ELLEN
()
"I get exercise every day with the children. I'm out
of doors every day with them. My son goes to gymnastics three times a week and in addition to that he
goes to Scouts on Saturday. That's what he wanted to
do. My daughter goes to the youngsters gym club.
Particularly when the weather isn't so nice, the
children don't like to go outside. In that case I
say we need milk, otherwise tomorrow morning we
won't have any milk to drink then they say OK that's
fine we'll get it for you. Then we go together. When
they are encouraged like that they will come with me
and often they will take their scooters with them.
We walk the twenty minutes to the shopping centre
and then we go back. If there is a lot of traffic,
either we take the back roads or I'm obliged to say
stay close to me and don't go on ahead too far. It
means I have to watch them more closely.
The activities my children do don't cost me a lot; I
don't have to pay too much. It's simple - I try to
find normal activities like playing shuttlecock or
using skipping ropes and there are playgrounds on
almost every corner. Every family can do that, you
just need to know what's near you. Then it's fine.
When I take the children to the playground, they are
usually happy, I don't need to scold them, they run
around doing what they want. I can even sit down for
five or ten minutes on my own and observe what they
are doing. The children are somehow closer to me,
they talk to me openly and that's a good thing.
Sometimes we meet friends and then the children
automatically play with our friends’children. As for
us parents we get the chance for a chat. It’s great
to exchange ideas.
I teach my children rhythm because that's important
for us moving to music. We have lots of different
music in Ghana it is absolutely normal that children
are active and that they can dance. Here activity is
strongly related to health, isn't that true? You can
learn from a discussion and realise… Aha you don't
need to exercise to survive, but you do need to exercise for your health. That takes a while to sink
in!"
CHITRA
()
"I think it's important to stay fit and to keep
healthy and also to get some exercise after a long
day at work. It does you good."
ERDAL
()
"The children have great fun when they are outdoors.
If I do a two or three hour hike with the children I
feel really good - well adjusted. It 's the same for
the children. Yes they are satisfied and tired, (but
it’s a happy kind of tiredness. Hiking is really
good for our relationship. On the way we do different things, jumping around and looking at things;
it's great fun!"
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